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DISCUSSION

RFcompound=rmean(1+A1sin( 1 + 1)+A2sin( 2 + 2)+A3sin( 3 + 3 ))

Object recognition is effortless1, fast2, and independent of position, scale and perspective (Invariance 
Problem3, 4). It has been suggested that specific shape features, such as curvature convexities or 
concavities are crucial for the perception of objects. However, different studies have drawn different 
conclusions with regards to the importance of convexities, concavities and intermediate points in 
object recognition. Some studies found evidence for a predominant role of convexities7-9, whereas 
others favored concavities10-12 or both1, 6, 13-17.

Previous neurophysiological studies desrcibed neurons in V4 which are selectively responsive to 
contour features, such as convexities and concavities at specific locations within their receptive 
fields16 . Carlson et al. (2011)17 suggeseted a sparse object coding scheme in midlevel visual cortex 
based on regions of acute convex and concave contour curvature.
However, most of studies have employed familiar objects or simple geometric shapes not necessarily 
containing curves (polygons) as their stimuli. We used a novel set of shapes with well-defined 
convexities, concavities and points between convexities and concavities. 

1) To measure shape recognition for unfamiliar random shapes 
2) To compare the contribution of convexities, concavities and   
  intermedate parts of the shape
3) To derive a model that predict the observed patterns of results

For very short (dot-sized) segments lengths, performance was significantly higher for   
 convexities than  for either concavities or intermediate points. 
Performance for convexities remained constant as a function of segment length, and 
although performance improved with segment length for concavities and intermediate  
points,it only reached convexity performance at the largest lengths tested.
No significant differences between concavities and intermediate points were found.
Performance is shape and scale-invariant.
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Comparing two shapes
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Model-Observer vs. Observer

The visual system creates a shape primitive  by 
combining the endpoints of the segments in the 
Reference Shape by a straight line. 
This shape primitive is then compared to the 
whole-contour target shapes and distractor, 
employing a turning-angle function18.
The decision rule is to select the whole-contour shape 
most similar to the shape primitive (MAX-rule).

The proposed model satis�es the following requirements:
(1) The shape primitives created by connecting the points of convexities must match the target shapes more closely  
than the polygons created by connecting points of concavities or intermediates. 

(2) Predicted performance should be near-�at across segment length for convexities.

(3) Predicted performance must be similar for concavities and intermediates and increase with segment length.

The superior and shape-independent performance for convex shape features observed here is supportive of Carlson 
et al.’s (2011)17 hypothesis that shapes are encoded from speci�c salient shape features. 
Moreover, our experimental and modeling results suggest that convex curvatures in particular, rather than 
concavities and intermediate regions are utilized. 
A sparse coding of objects, which is re�ected in the bias of V4 neurons towards less frequent object features, i.e., acute 
curvature maxima, and a pronounced representation of uncommon, but salient (diagnostic) shape features, which 
contain most information about object identity. This sparse coding for uncommon, but informative features could be 
a general encoding strategy of high-level visual processing17. 
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